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February 8, 2018
The Honorable Scott Pruitt
Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington, D.C. 20460
Dear Administrator Prnitt:
We write to you today with regards to the ongoing responsibility of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to ensure that General Electric (GE) fulfills its commitment to
Housatonic River ·'Rest of River" Project. Specifically, we urge the EPA to uphold its previous
find ing that any contaminated material removed during the cleanup must be "shipped off-site to
existing licensed facilities for disposal." 1
From the 1930s to I 970s, GE's Pittsfield plant spi lled tons of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), which were banned from use in the United States in 19792 because of their high
probability of being a cancer causing agent, into the Housatonic River. The EPA has estimated
that up to 600,000 pounds of PCJ3s remain in the river1 and continue to pose a significant
wildlife and human health risk.
In October 20 I 6, the EPA issued its final decision concerning the Rest of the River
permit, thereby setting the standards for cleaning a 125 mile stretch of the Housatonic River, in
which the majority of the cleanup effort will target the highly contaminated fi rst 11 miles
through the City of Pittsfield and the towns of Lee and Lenox. This EPA-approved plan required
GE to "address PCB contamination that poses a health risk to the river and the impacted
communities"~ and sought to significantly lower PCB levels in the river's fi sh. 5 The cleanup
plan was initially proposed more than three years ago, and its finali zation involved "extensive
consultation,. with the Massachusetts Departments of Environmental Protection and Fish and
Game. GE technical advisors, and public commcnters. 6 ln short, this plan was meti<.:ulously
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vetted by the EPA and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and determ ined to be in the best
interest of the people of Western Massachusetts.
However, a critical component of the clean-up plan was recently called into question by
the Environmental Appeals Board (EAB), which has instructed the EPA to review requirements
involving the location of toxic waste disposal from the cleanup.7 GE has long insisted that the
toxin-infused material to be dredged from the riverbed should be stored in landfills near the river.
The EPA and Commonwealth have repeatedly stated, the contaminated material must be
''shipped off-site to existing licensed facilities for disposal"8 - and there is no such a facility in
Massachusetts. To allow local disposal of GE's toxic waste scraped from the riverbed would be
incompatible with Massachusetts state law and a complete disregard of the aftected
Massachusetts communities who have been plagued with this corporate pollution for far too
long.
Completing the Housatonic River Project is about protecting our environment and public
safety. This project is about protecting the health of our families that deserve to be able to fish,
hike, and play alongside the river and its banks.

We urge the EPA to insist that GE be a responsible corporate neighbor by cleaning the
Housatonic River. In doing so, the EPA should respect existing Massachusetts laws regarding
toxic waste disposal, hear and respect the concerned voices of Western Massachusetts, and
require that the carcinogenic PCBs be deposited in a federally licensed out-of-state disposal site.
Thank you for carefully considering this issue and hearing the voices of the
Massachusetts residents you serve.

Sincerely,

-

~-~
Edward J. Mark~
United States Senator

~E~
Richard E. Neal
Member of Congress
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